
Robert Smith
Group Travel Agent/Customer 
Service

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

To seek challenging corporate positions in the Travel Industry. Confident of coming up through 
hard and dedicated work. Possess leadership, organizational and creative skills in addition to 
excellent communication and presentation skills. To make optimum utilization of the knowledge 
and skills and opportunities effectively for professional growth and contribute towards the 
betterment of the organization.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Apollo Travel Systems, Travel Arrangements, Event Planning, Hospitality.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Group Travel Agent/Customer Service
ABC Corporation  2000 – 2003 
 Executed group rate bidding process by compiling a list of scheduled meetings for the 

upcoming fiscal year, sending schedules with projected attendees to each airline to secure 
annual airline group meeting contracts.

 Compared bids from multiple carriers and negotiated group pricing with airlines.
 Supported domestic and international large group block space ticketing by inserting ticket 

definitions and instructions into travel reservation.
 Inserted fare calculations into reservations, complying with ticketing instructions on zone 

contracts.
 Negotiated contracts with carriers, obtained block space on designated carriers and 

rescheduled and reissued tickets.
 Completed work assignments and priorities in queues and inbox.
 Managed exchange ticketing for both domestic and international flights by performing ticket 

exchanges, compiling and recording ticket cancellations.

Travel Agent
ABC Corporation  1995 – 2000 
 Make professional, accurate, cost-effective travel arrangements for clients while providing 

excellent customer service.
 Answer phones professionally, courteously and promptly.
 Proactively market, sell and consult with clients in regards to the tour, cruise, air, car, and 

hotel products and all other related services.
 Keep up to date with knowledge of vacation, tour, and cruise areas, tour packaging, preferred 

vendors and in-house groups.
 Perform miscellaneous duties such as arranging conferences and meeting facilities.
 Communicate with Russian and Turkish speaking clients.
 Ensure accommodations meet specifications of requesting party.

EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Science - 1994
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